
Using Your Calendar  

Using your calendar is the last article in the line of all aspects mentioned in the 
previous articles. As stated in the Tailing article, one must look at your year as a whole. 
It has a starting point and ends with your goals achieved hopefully. One can 
obviously luck out or have one’s own internal clock to success, but looking at the 
overall year and setting goals really eliminates a lot of work and guessing, and lays 
the ground work for success in showing.  

Take a calendar and mark the show dates you will be showing at, now back up from 
there. When do you need to be training your birds and mark or establish dates for 
this? Now back up more, when will your birds be complete with the molt to be ready 
for show training. Continuing backwards, when will the second clutches be going 
and then the first clutches, which brings you back to when you pair up and let them 
breed? All of this will bring you back in time to mark your calendar to when you 
should be conditioning you birds for breeding, lighting schedules, (the gradual build 
up or increasing lighting) as well as food additions or the changing of the diet along 
the way to bring them into condition. In essence everything you will do to condition 
the birds and make sure they are ready when you want them to be.  

You have now taken a calendar and a little well spent time laying out your year. You 
now have a template to follow and stick too, or adjust as you may need to, but with 
a well thought out plan, curve balls don’t hit you very hard., plus laying it our can be 
fun.  

So many people complain about clear eggs on the first round or even al season, 
generally this is always do to lack of conditioning. The birds are just not ready or in 
condition thus either the hen or male aren’t ready or both. It only takes one of them 
to be out of sink to lose a month’s time. You should have started your conditioning 
now; it begins at the end of show season. Our breed does well on 14 hours of light but 
also can breed at 13 so if you are shooting for say 13/5 hours of light, when do you 
need to start adding artificial light in small increments to reach the goal of 13.5. 
Where I am natural day light runs from 7am-5:30pm = 10.5 hours. So, I need to add 15 
minutes a week starting now and taking 8 weeks to achieve what is necessary. Yes, I 
am aware if your math is good, the number doesn't add up, that is because natural 
light increases as well so I know what I am adding with artificial light, in con- junction 
with natural light gets me to 13.5 hours by the end of February. Using a calendar to 
establish this, and then working out a food and water schedule to match, as well as 
anything else I will do to condition them gets me my flock ready when I want them to 
be. It also as stated previously eliminates guessing, I just created my template. Mike  

 


